Dare to embrace an eclectic style!

Our
Philosophy

We believe

belts are not strictly

necessary

but

items,

elegant

clothing

accessories that should enrich our look. For this
reason, we made a

goal in creating unique,

eclectic belts to match your taste in fashion and
apparel. We struggled to supersede the pattern
of classic

buckle and leather strap with

holes, in order to create a versatile belt, with
minimal

design

and aesthetics at your

imagination. And as we are extremely
passionate about

wood handicraft,

we implemented this distinctive, organic
material into our

2

belts.

About

Us

The Idea
It all started by the end of 2016, as we realized we had serious issues with finding belts suitable to our outfits or at least having a modern touch. We noticed we were actually forced
to obey the market standard into choosing simple, leather belts with classic buckles and holes. Aiming to find a belt out of the norm seemed something hopeless. Since then, the
idea of creating the new came to our minds and we decided to take a step together into this project.
The Creation Process
The first aspect we took over was the design. We envisaged a symmetrical and minimalist buckle, however of a size able to stand out as a visible apparel accessory, allowing
alternatives for colours, customized inscriptions or wood insertions. As regards the strap, we aimed for colours, versatility and durable material; therefore, textile webbing was our
first choice. Do not worry, the black, grey and blue straps fit perfectly to any business or blacktie suit, so you can wear our belts even at extravagant events.
Moreover, the fastening system based mainly on grip resistance is practical and easy to use. No need to be skeptical, we promise your belt shall hold tight all day. And have you
noticed its advantages? There are no prongs, no holes in strap and no visible flap. The surplus material is hidden beneath. In return, you obtain a belt perfectly adjustable to your
size, interchangeable straps and a surplus of comfort.
The Product
Completion of the product by the end of 2017 signaled the birth of BELT. Now every single piece is handcrafted in our own studio in Sibiu, Romania (a beautiful city in the heart of
Transylvania). We pay high attention to details and we pursue perfection in each product that leaves our studio. Hence each belt you acquire is the result of our passion, efforts
and many hours of work. But we are confident it is worth it.
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Build
Your
Own

your own belt by choosing the
buckle type, the wood material, as well as the strap and
buckle colours. Further, feel free to customize it at your
Enjoy customizing

convenience.

Choose plain metal or combine it with wood, your buckle
will fit a wide range of colourful straps.
#versatilespirit
#dedicatedtocomfort
#350+combinations
#interchangeablelook
There are few items you rely on a

daily basis - a shirt, a

belt that mirrors your personality. We make at
least one of these an easy choice.
watch and a
ebony

chakte kok

zebrano

walnut

plum

beech

hornbeam

Features
Unique
Get out of your fashion routine and boost your style with one of our exclusive belts. Choose
plain metal or combine it with wood, your buckle will fit a wide range of colourful straps.

Interchangeable
With detachable and interchangeable elements, you are now able to customize your own
belt and wear different combinations every day. Buy straps and buckles separately and get
creative with your collection; there are more than 340 possible combinations!

Adjustable
Due to its innovative fastening system, your belt will perfectly adjust to actual size. No
more prongs, holes or surplus fabric – this belt is all about practical use, symmetry and
minimalist style. Choose a default model from the collection section or enjoy customizing
your own belt. We promise you will wear it with pride!

Light & Flexible
Buckles are made of durable aluminum with a pleasant touch and high-end texture.
Incredibly light and comfortable, this belt is suitable to any kind of outfit or activity. Travel
friendly and weighing only 70 grams, this is the only belt you need to wear. We warrant it
will last longer than any other belt, under normal, ordinary use.
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Technical
Process

During the manufacturing process, each laser cut

buckle is subject to a shot blasting

(abrasive cleaning) process granting a high-end texture. Further, buckles are subject to

anodizing process providing a variety of exclusive colours.
The strap is made of heavy duty webbing and boasts a breaking strength of 1200
kg. It is 36 mm wide, light, resistant and washable. It has no holes, having been
particularly designed for our fastening mechanism based on grip resistance. It
an

comes with horizontal pattern and a wide range of colours.

Wood insertions can be added on the buckles. Every piece of wood is checked and
carefully sorted in order to eliminate any imperfections. It is cut with high precision
machines, in 3 mm thick pieces, being further treated for
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long lasting use.

Customize It
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personalize your belt. Any text, image
or symbol can be engraved or UV printed on the
Feel free to
buckle.

Whatever your

passion is, display it

on your belt and wear it with pride.
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Business

Box

collection in a fully customizable
wooden box for up to 7 belts. It is authentic,
durable, elegant and has a high-end finish.
Store your

#handmade
#giftidea
#2/4/7sets
It is practical and and may be used also for
decorative

purposes.

Feel

free

to

personalize it with any text, symbol or image
in order to reflect your character.
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Perfect

Gift

loved ones with a gift every once in a while; a genuine belt or a business box
from our store is always a good idea.
Surprise your

Don’t forget to personalize it for a greater

impact!
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Standard
Prices
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Product

Quantity/Price (EXW)
0-24

25-49

50-99

100+

500+

Belt with aluminium buckle

25€

23€

22€

20€

18€

Belt with aluminium-wood
buckle

32€

30€

28€

26€

24€

Extra strap

7.5€

7€

6€

5€

3.5€

Personalization

3€

2.5€

2€

1€

FREE

Box for 2 belts

25€

24€

23€

21€

20€

Box for 4 belts

29€

27€

25€

23€

22€

Box for 7 belts

31€

29€

27€

25€

23€

Warranty

Worldwide
Products are made in our own studio in

Shipping

Sibiu,

Romania (a beautiful city located in the heart of

Transylvania). Nonetheless, we are pleased to offer worldwide shipping to our customers from all
continents.

We warrant our belts will last long under ordinary,
gross negligence.

normal use. This doesn’t include intentional damage or
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